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Introduction to Galactic Laser 

 

While you rock around the arena to your chosen favourite sound track, bright green 

laser beams suddenly streak through the haze of smoke, narrowly missing you. 

Looking ahead, you see an opponent lurking in a dark maze of tunnels and corridors. 

You aim at the glowing chest. You lock on. You zap. The chest plate flashes white and 

the battlesuit deactivates instantly. Suddenly your lights change from yellow to red 

and your onboard computer informs you that “as expected you are coming 1st”. 

Creeping forward, you discover the lair of the Jade Serpent. You sneak in and start 

zapping her hatchlings until the serpent rears up to defend her brood. Now you have 

become the target. 

This is Galactic Laser’s LaserForce Tag, the world’s most sophisticated laser tag game, 

a fast-action game played in a black light glowing arena with special lighting effects, 

interactive intelligent devices, swirling fog and a thumping soundtrack. 
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The Laser Tag Experience 

Want to have an incredible laser tag experience for your Corporate Event or Birthday 

party in a venue of your choice? Our portable equipment can cater to events of all 

kinds, by participants both young and old, indoors or outdoors! 
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Customise your 

Laser Tag  

Our Laser Tag 

experience can be customised to your needs, and we are able to theme the 

environment and even prepare specific mission types with special objective for those 

who wants a special challenge 
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You can theme it to be a Halloween night, with glowing webs and glowing masks and 

florescent backdrops that illuminate in our black lights. Or mysterious alien 

landscape or post-apocalyptic city or even outer space. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Galactic Laser Tag provide a 

variety of games from which you can choose from, such as traditional capture 

the flag from paintball but staying clean and comfortable. There are also 

games designed for team building as well as missions designed for 

competitions both individual and teams.  

Your Laser Tag can also add on fog effects to give it a true star wars feel as well 

as special laser lighting effects to make it even more exciting. If requested, we 

can also arrange for cosplay characters, food catering and decorations for your 

party as well. 
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Bringing Laser Tag to 

your Venue 

For an event that is healthy 

and fun, that can bring 

people of all ages together 

and one that will surely be 

unique and a very special 

experience for your family 

and friends, laser tag is the ideal choice. 

To enquire and plan for a laser tag experience that your guests will remember 

what you did for them for a long time to come. Contact Galactic Laser at 

enquiry@galacticlaser.com or call us at 03-56388833 
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